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MOTIVATION (1/2)
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Supercomputers support research by means of
simulations.
Moore’s Law applied to HPC systems: double
performance each 2 years.
Potential benefits in CFD:
- Simulation of complex phenomena.
- Larger problems.
- Faster results.
Current #1: Summit at Oak Ridge National Lab
Consolidated trends: hybrid computing (CPU+GPU)
Evolution of HPC systems => Evolution of CFD codes.
Top500.org

MOTIVATION (2/2)
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Surface waves  Oscillatory flow at seabed
Interaction with bottom sediment & modification of the bed shape Sand ripples

Flow separation & vortex shedding at the ripple crest  Modification of the wave
boundary layer

METHODOLOGY
Navier-Stokes

Dynamic Pressure
Smagorinsky (1963)
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IBM

IMPLEMENTATION (1/3)
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Piz Daint Supercomputer (Switzerland) #1 in
Europe
Each computing node is composed by CPU+GPU
Domain decomposition approach
-> Divide domain in parts with same workload.
-> Each sub-domain is solved in a computing
node.
-> Discretizations that require unknowns from
other sub-domains perform MPI
communications.
2D domain decomposition example

IMPLEMENTATION (2/3)
Intra node:
CPU -> shared memory approach
OpenACC (similar to OpenMP)
GPU -> stream processing (CUDA or
OpenACC)
Inter node: MPI communications
Benefits:
-> switching between architectures
is done only using different
compilation flags.
-> Potential use of new trends in
supercomputers.
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IMPLEMENTATION (3/3) : Poisson Equation
Double FFT based solver for the Pressure solution
- Applicable in problems with two periodic B.C.
- 3D problem is transformed in a set of 1D problems.
Considerations:
- FFT doesn’t perform well in parallel.
- 1D systems can be solved with direct methods.
- Matrix has constant coefficients.
Implementations:
- Data transposition (r.h.s. and x) in sub-domains in order
to avoid FFT in parallel.
- MPI all-to-all communications to perform the
transpositions.
- Thomas’ algorithm for tridiagonal systems.
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FREDSOE SIMULATION
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Oscillatory flow
Sea bottom: Fredsoe ripple
Re = 23,000
Grid size: 768x128x384 = 37 million cells
Periodic B.C. in X and Y directions
Grid refinement in Z
LES smagorinsky

Fredsøe, Andersen and Sumer (1999): Wave plus current over a ripple-covered bed, Coastal Engineering, vol. 38, pp.
177-221.

FREDSOE VALIDATION
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Oscillatory flow
Sea bottom: Fredsoe ripple
Re = 23,000
Grid size: 768x128x384 = 37 million cells
Periodic B.C. in X and Y directions
Grid refinement in Z
LES smagorinsky
Comparison with Grigoriadis et al. using a
more refined grid ( 37M vs 16M).

Profiles of phase-averaged streamwise velocity at the
ripple crest (left: ωt = 0, right: ωt = 270

Grigoriadis, Dimas and Balaras. (2012). Large-eddy simulation of wave turbulent boundary layer over rippled bed.
Coastal Engineering, ELSEVIER, Vol.60 pp. 174-189.

TEST CASE
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Oscillatory flow
Sea bottom: Van der Werf ripplex
Re = 100,000
Grid size: 1024x256x700 = 183.5 million
cells
Periodic B.C. in X and Y directions
Grid refinement in Z
LES smagorinsky

van der Werf, J. J., J. S. Doucette, T. O’Donoghue, and J. S. Ribberink (2007), Detailed measurements of velocities and
suspended sand concentrations over full-scale ripples in regular oscillatory flow, J. Geophys. Res., 112, F02012

SIMULATION RESULTS (1/2)
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COMPARISON WITH LOW REYNOLDS
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PRESSURE SOLVER RESULTS: STRONG SPEEDUP
Problem size 100M
Using up to 16 nodes ( 320 procs )
Comparison with iterative solver Preconditioned
Conjugate Gradient (PCG)
In the 16 node execution:
PCG parallel efficiency 89%
2FFT-TDMA parallel efficiency 47%
Improvements in the data transposition improve
in up to 2.8 times the double FFT solver
performance
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PRESSURE SOLVER RESULTS: ACCELERATION
Reminder: Parallel Efficiency is relative
to the one node execution.
Comparing solution times:
The double FFT solver is in average 67
times faster than the traditional
iterative solver (PCG)
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PERFORMANCE RESULTS: INTRA NODE
Comparison of 4 different implemetation
strategies for using the computing node:
CPUs: -> MPI
-> OPENMP
-> OPENACC
GPUs: -> OPENACC
The results show the relative speedup with
respect to the MPI implementation
CPUs implementations obtain nearly same
performance
GPU performance depends on the problem
size and is up to 4.7 times faster than CPUonly
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PERFORMANCE RESULTS: INTER NODE
Tests performed using up to 512 nodes,
reference case 16 nodes execution
Poisson Eq. solved with 2FFT+TDMA
Parallel efficiency with 512 nodes.
-> 61% for CPU
-> 47% for GPU
GPU code is in average 4.2 times faster
Potential to use the new computing
architectures (up to 2.7 Petaflops of the
system were used in the 512 nodes of Piz
daint)
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CONCLUSIONS
- OpenACC implementation is nearly the same than any other intra node
implementation, and up to 4.7X faster when using the GPUs.
- 2FFT+TDMA solver outperforms in up to 67 times the PCG
- Good scaling results: Parallel efficiency up to 68% in explicit parts of the
code.
- GPU version has PE of 47% using 512 nodes, and is in average 4.2 times
faster than CPU version.
- Time integration step is 4 times faster in average with GPU version.
- Potential of using the pre-exascale systems and larger problems.
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